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THE STORAGE OF POTATOES AND THE MAINE
POTATOES FUTURES MARKET’:

The relationship between the storage of potatoes and the

carrying charges reflected on the futures market for Maine potatoes

gives rise to a situation m which the observed facts do not seem to

agree with the accepted theory. The theory regarding ].ntertemporal

price relationships based on the work of Brennan, Telser, and

Working es tabllshes that the difference between the current price and

the expected price of a storable corn..modity must be equal to the marginal

cost of storage mmus the convemence yield. The rel.atlonship between

the amount of a commodity held in storage and the equallty of the marginal

cost of storage with the temporal price spread gives r]se to a supply of

storage curve. As estimated by Brennan, TeLser and Working, ths supply

of storage curve slopes upward to the right. More storage will be supplled

at a high return per unit and less storage at a low return per umt stored.

The carrying charges reflected on the Maine Potatoes Futures

Market seemmgly contradict the theory of the price of storage m two

respects. First, the spreads between futures, which establish a return

to storage, sometumes appear to greatly exceed any typically plausible

cost of storage. On March 1, 1976, the March future for Maine potatoes

sold for $8.35 per hundredweight, whereas the May future was selling for

$12.63 per cwt. The return to storing potatoes for two months was $4.28

per cwt. Second, the relationship between the level of potato stocks and

the carrying charge appears to be the opposite of that previously eshmated

for commocllt~es vnth continuous mventorles. k’or po~atoes, the seasonal

pattern assoc~ates large stoc ks with a narrow carrying (barge and srn,~ll
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stocks with a wide carrying charge. The level of potato inventories and

the spread on the futures market produce a relationship that slopes down-

ward to the right.

POTATO STORAGE

The fall potato crop accounts for over 75% of annual U.S. produc -

tion and in recent years has been about 84% of the totaL Fall crop potatoes

are stored for consumption over a seven or eight month period. However,

potatoes cannot be effectively stored for a whole year, since they are semi-

perishable. Potatoes, therefore, give rise to a disconhnuous inventory

situation. The task of mtertemporal allocation M more difficult for a dls -

continuous inventory comrnochty. Potato prices must be established during

the storage season with the objective of exhausting the supply of potatoes in

storage coincidently with the avakability of spring and early summer

potatoes (Gray). Potato storage is conducted not by merchandising or stor-

age specialists, but prunarily by growers. The primary requirements of

a potato storage facihty are adequate insulation, vent~lation, and heating

and the means to enter and remove the tubers efficiently.

THE SUPPLY OF STORAGE

The bas~c supply of

where Pt = price m period t,

RELATIONSHIP

storage relationship 1s: (P:+l - I’t) = f(st)

~t+l
t

= in period t, the price expected to

exls t in period t+l, and St = the inventory of the commodity. The important

characterist~cs of the conventional supply of storage curve arc the wide,

basically horizontal segment m the middle, the steep upward slope when

storage capacity is reached, and the negative price of storage section,

which can exist because of a convenience yield derived from mvenlory
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holding (Working, p. 1259).

In a rigorous development of this theory, Brennan conceived of

a demand for storage and a supply of storage curve, which achieve equi -

librmm when the net marginal cost of storage equals the expected change

m price. With a futures market, the expected price change is the relevant

spread. The supply of storage curve is ldentif~ed m a statistical sense,

because it remains basically stable; while the demand for storage curve

shfts between seasons and within a season (Brennan, p. 57). The supply

curves, which have been eshmated for a number of commodltles, closely

approximate the shape of the idealized supply of storage function. However,

these supply of storage functions were estimated for highly storable, con-

tinuous inventory commodities such as the major grains. 13rennan d~d

examine the storage relationsfup for cheese, butter, and shell eggs, but

these products, although perishable, are continually, not seasonally pro-

duced.

In Figure 1,

the relevant monthly

the level of Ma!.ne potato stocks has been plotted with

carrying charge or return to storage reflected on

1’ The monthly spread m between thethe Maine Potato Futures Market. –

near future and the next future contract divided by the number of inter -

vening months. In

the March to April

years 1954 to 1974

with the November

Figure 1, the March 1 stock f~gures are aligned with

spread on the last trading day m February for crop

(21 observations), and the November stock levels

to March spread on the last trading day m October for

2/
1952 to 1974 (23 observations). –

High stock levels in Figure 1 are assoclatec] with a low carrying

charge and low stocks with a high carrying charge, the reverse of the nor-
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mal price of storage relationship. Also, there is no inverse; the carrying

charge is always positives with one exception. The strong seasonal pattern

is explained m the next section. Regression analysis of the data presented

in Figure 1 using ordmar y leas t-squares and an inverse functional form

3/
yields the following results. –

(1) (P:+l - Pt)/h = -41.76 +15458 (l/St) R2 = .36

t+l
(3.04) (4. 81)

Where (Pt - Pt)/h = the monthly carrying charge, the spread chvlded

by the number of months (h) until the delivery month, and St = stocks of

Maine fall crop potatoes. When equation (1) M plotted on Figure 1, the

problem is clearly revealed. The slope of equatmn (1) M negative, the

opposite of the normal upward sloping supply of storage curve. In add~tion,

the relationship between the monthly carrying charge and stocks is not a

strong one, However, stocks 1s an important varlablc as reflected by the

t statistic.

THE COSTS OF POTATO STORAGE

The explanation for tlus pattern can be found in the influence that

the potatols biological characters tics and its storage situation have on

the costs of storage. The price of storage for potatoes is not primarily

a function of the level of stocks as Workingfs price of storage theory pos tu -

lates. Potato storage 1s slgnlfkcantly more complex than s tomng grains.

Potatoes are a tuber, a rather dellcate Iivmg organism, which respires,

loses weight, sprouts, and m subject to duseases and rotting. Because

of the potatofs perishabdlty, the costs of storage are influenced by the

length of the storage per~od, the pr~ce level, and the s Lorage charactcrls -

tics of the tubers.
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Figure 2 quantifies as accurately as possible the costs of storing

potatoes over the course of the storage season. The horizontal axis rep-

resents a temporal not a quantity measure. Figure 2 is based partially

on cost estimates derived by Sparks. Although his studies apply to Russet

Burbank potatoes In Idtio, the orders of magnitude, if not the exact values,

should still be famly applicable to the storage situation m Maine. The

average fixed cost curve covers the investment costs of the storage facillty

including interest, taxes, insurance, and depreclat~on (Sparks, pp. 90-91).

The average basic costs curve includes the fixed costs, the costs

of operation and maintenance, handling, and ant~-sprout material, plus

the costs associated with weight loss. Based on Sparks’ fqqmes and

those from other studies, during a storage of SIX months, a weight loss

of some 5.61 to 6. 65% can be expected (Smith, p. 351 and Sparks and

Summers, p. 14). In addition, the monthly rate of weight 10Ss 1s highest

at the beginning and toward the end of the storage season. The cost M

obtained by multiplying the percentage losses by the value of the potatoes.

A price of $3.00 per cwt. was assumed for Figure 2. Even counting the

cost of weight loss, average basic costs are a decreasing function of the

length of the storage.

However, the tabulation of costs summarized m the average

basic costs curve IS incomplete. Potatoes undergo qual~ty deter~oratlon

other than simple weight loss. The cost due to grade defects and quality

change are also dependent on the price level and the length of storage.

The average total cost curve adds the costs associated wlih quallty change

at a $3.00 per cwt. price level to the average basic costs.

drawn as a dashed lme to mdlcate its hypothetical nature.

though, IS based on a careful appraisal of potato storage.

This curve is

Its rncasure~nent,

TllM dls tmctlon
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was made between a basic costs curve and a total costs curve due to the

accuracy of the underlying cost estimates of the former and the less relia-

ble inferences about some of the deterioration cost components of the latter.

The average total cost curve lies only slighfly above the basic

costs curve during the frost part of the storage season, when losses to

quality change are low. However, deteriorat~on losses are not a simple

linear function of the length of the storage. Toward the cnd of the

storage season, quality change losses begin to increase sharply as the

tubers break dormancy and the outside temperature begins to rise and fluc-

tuate. The percentage of monthly skupments of Mam(’ tables tock potatoes

with no sprouting has averaged over 99 percent through January for crop

years 1966-1973. The figure becomes 95 percent for I?ebruary, 92 percent

for March, 85 percent for April, 81 percent for May, and only 62 percent

for June (Johnston and Pelsue, p. 27). Because of the potato tuberfs ulti-

mate perishability, storage losses would reach 100 percent at some point

m the summer. The average total cost curve m F@re 2 assumes that

quahty change losses would reach 100 percent sometwne in July.

In addltlon, s mce potato storage M primarily by the grower, joint

production considerations tend to increase the upward slope of the average

total cost curve m the late spring. The potato produce r-s torer is engaged

m two businesses, production and storage. Planting ~tsually begins in

Maine from May 10 to May 15. The bulk of the Maine potato production

is by small growers who smply do not have the capacity to be planting

and movmg potatoes out of storage at the same time. Planting must be

given priority. Those growers that do store mto May will probably be the

larger outfits. They w1ll reqmre two crews, one for planting and one for

potato handling. Therefore, the costs may be higher.
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If all the relevant factors are taken into account, monthly potato

storage costs have a u-shaped pattern over the storage season as reflected

in the average total cost curve in Figure 2. The average total storage

cost curve would skuft upward for high priced potatoes and downward for

low priced potatoes. The curve would also be affected by the storability

of the crop. Although there M no s irnple phys~cal measurement of this

factor, tubers at harvest do vary from year to year m how well they w1ll

store. Weather conditions in the fall such as excessive cold or moisture

and certain diseases produce tubers which have poor storage properties.

For ex-pie, a frost in 1975 and heavy rains in 1972 prior to harvest

gave rise to unusually severe storage problems.

Finally, the returns to storage curve m Flgurc 2 descr~bes the

normal pattern of the carrying charge reflected on the futures marhct

over the storage season. The return to storage has averaged 10.67

cents/month for the November-March permd, 9.42 cents /month for

Jaxmary-March, and 32. 81 cents /month for March -Aprd for the years

covered by this study. The carrying charge is normally somewhat lower

on December 31 thzm on October 31 and rises sharply by February 28.

The return to storage curve would, m fact, approximately coincide with

the temporal marginal cost curve if it were drawn m l?~gure 2. As a

general pattern, the carrying charges reflected on the futures market are

equal to the cost of holding a umt of potatoes one more unit of tune.

However, the cost of storage and hence the return to storage are a func-

tion of the period in the storage season, the prlcr level, and the stora-

bility of the crop which sh~ft the cost curves. The spread observed on

ilIarch 1, 1976 could, therefore, accurately reflect the marginal cost

of storing potatoes, bec.~use of the very hlgll price of $8.35 per CW1.
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and the low storabihty of the 1975 crop due to frost damage.

THE CARRYfNG CHARGE RELATIONSHIP FOR POTATOES

Previous analyses have assumed a stable supply of storage

curve which was identified by the shifting demand for storage curve.

However, for a seasonally produced, semi-perishable commodity, the

supply function 1s also shlftmg slgnif~cantly over tlmc. The storage

cost per unit of inventory and hence the supply of storage curve shift

as a function of the price level, the length of storage, and the stora-

bility of the crop. The supply of storage function for potatoes M not

statistically identifiable m the normal single equation approach, which

Brennan, Telser and Working utilized. Therefore, the observed nega-

tive relationship b etwee.n the carrying charge and the stock lcvc’1 should

not be interpreted as a downward sloping supply of storage curve. A

significant identif~cation problem gives rise to the observed downward

sloping carrying charge -stocks relationship for potatoes. The s~tuatlon

requires the simultaneous estimation of both the demand and supply

schedule.

The demand for storage derives from the demand for consump -

tion of the commodity. The change m price between the next period and

the current period (Pt+l - I?t) is determmed by conwlmptmn In the two

periods. Consumption m a period M equal to the stocks carried mto the

period plus production minus stocks carried out of the period. In the

demand for storage schedule, the price difference (I’t+l - I’t) was spc -

cifled by Brennan as a function of current stocks (St), stocks next pcrlod

(St+l ), and last period (St. ~), current production (X( ),and production

next period (X t.,.l)“ (13rennan, pp. 51-52 and Telser, pp. 234-235) ‘l%w
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relationship is an ex post one, since Pt+l, Stahl, and Xt+l will not be

known until next period. However, what M of interest is the perspective

on the demand for storage in the current period. ‘1’hereforc, thm function

should really be speclfled as an anticipated demand for storage with the

difference between expected price and the current price (P~+l - Pt) a

tflfunction of the above factors, except expected stocks (St ) replaces

‘t+l and expected production (X :+1) replaces Xt-E1. ‘lIlls demand curve

should have a negative slope with respect to St.

Based on the storage characters tics of potatoes, the supply of

storage function should be extended to include the price level, the length

of the storage, and the storabihty of the crop as exogenous variables.

Obs ervatlons on storabihty are not available, though. Es tlmat~on of the

demand and supply schedule yielded the follow~ng results:

(2) (P:+l - Pt)/h = 15.17 - 18” ‘4 % ‘F3” 79 %+1 ‘15”?2 ‘t-l
+4.06 Xt

(.30) (5. 56) (5.47) (5. 34) (5. 57)

-3*34‘t+l
(6. 06)

132-.68

(3) (P:+l - Pt)/h = -23.07 - .0033 St +.0168 Pt + 7.56 I)t R2 =.69
(. 48) (.26) (6. 79) (. 40)

The dependent variable and St are specif~ed as m equation (1) and

Dt is a seasonal dummy var~able: zero for the November-March period

and one for the March -Apr~l period; Pt M the price ICVC1CNthe near

‘Uture; ‘t+l M March 1 stocks for the November-March period and

April 1 stocks for the March-April period; St_l 1S Maine f~ll production

for the November-March period and February 1 stocks for tllc IV[arch-

April period; Xt is winter crop production for the November-March perlocl

and early spring prmluctlon for the March-Apr]l prr]od, an{] X tll 1s (’<]rly

spring production for the IYovember-Narch perlocl and l,~te spring ~)ro(luc -
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States production. And St+l and Xt+l are substituted as proxies for

St+l
t

and X:+l, since these expected levels are not observable.

Equation (2) and (3) were estunated by two-stage least squares

to obtain consistent est~mates of the coefficients, treating St as an endo -

genous variable. The functional form is linear. In equation (2), the

demand for storage curve, the signs of the coeff~clents are as predicted

by Brennan and 68~0 of the variat~on is explained. However, in equation (3),

the supply curve, neither the coeff~clent on stocks or the seasonal dummy

variable are s tat~s t~cally significant.

There are two primary exphnat~ons for the disappointing es tl -

5/mates of the supply of storage funct~on. — Firs t M the necessary omission

of storability as a variable. With storability omitted, lhe shifts lJ1the

supply curve are not accounted for adequately. Second, the supply func -

tion may not be statls tically ldentlf~ed. Although the demand and supply

schedules in them conceptual specification are both ldentlfled, the demand

equation may not contain an adequate number of sufficiently exogenous

variables to allow for the estimation of the supply func hon. In fact,

variables considered exogenous in both equations such as St+l, St-1,

and Pt may actually be endogenous to a fuller conccptuahzat~on of the

system, hence the demand function may also not be trl[ly lflentlf] ed.

CONCLUSIONS

For the cornmod~t~es previously stud~ed, the cost of storage

was primarily a function of the inventory level and the observed carrying

charge-stocks relatlonsh~p was the supply of storage schedule. The

demand function could not be statistically Identlfled uII(lcr those cmcum-
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stances, though. For a dls continuous inventory, s crnl-perishable com -

rnodlty like potatoes, the price level, the length of storage, and the

storability of the crop influence the cost of storage. Since both the

demand and supply schedule are shifting, the observed downward sloping

carrying charge -stocks relationship identif~es neither schedule. In this

analysm, the demand for storage function for potatoes has been estimated,

but the supply schedule could not. l?or potatoes, the shifts m the supply

schedule are substantial enough to trace out the demand schedule.

Further work is suggested in estimating more precisely and completely

the costs of storage and the supply ofs torage function :M part of a more

complete sys tern. In addition, a means of measuring and the collection

of data on the storab~hty factor are needed.
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FOOTNOTES

*: The author wwhes to acknowledge the helpful comments of

Martin Abel, Roger Gray, James Houck, Edward Johnston, Anne Peck,

Neil Pelsue, Terry Roe, Duane Smith, Abraham Subotnik, and the

anonymous reviewers of ttus manuscript.

1/ The stock reports of the USDA are defined as total stocks held

by growers, local dealers, and processors and are equal to production

minus disappearance. All the data sources are umluded among the

references.

2/
The stock reports for the fms t of the month are not ~ssued until

several days later. By using the spread on the last trading day of the

preceding month, the assumption is made that the market accurately

predicts the stock report before lts issuance. Since a stock report M not

issued on November 1, this fqgme was computed based on the production

figure, December 1 stocks, and the relatlon of total shipments through

the end of October and through the end of November.

3/
The t statistics are given in parentheses.

4/ An April 1 stock figure is only available since 1972. April stocks

were estimated by subtracting March shpments from the March 1 stocks

minus a 10% correction factor. The 10’7’ocorrection factor was determined

on the basis of the three years for which April stock data are available.

5/ In addition, a multicollinearity problem exists in equation (3),

since the correlation between St and I. It,the seasonal

The November-March and March-April period were,

separately. However, this approach dld not Improve

dummy, is -.93.

therefore, analyzed

the estimates.
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